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The aim of this research is to identify how to develop and how is the quality 

of a prototype instructional video to help English teachers at SMA 

Laboratorium Undiksha Singaraja develop their questioning skills in teaching 

English. This study was a Design and Development research following 

ADDIE steps: Analysis, Design, Develop, Implementation and evaluation. 

The study showed that there were four steps to develop the prototype, they 

were: planning, creating prototype, prototype testing and upgrading the 

preliminary prototype. Also, the study suggested that the prototype was 

considered a good instructional video for developing questioning skills. Each 

evaluator completed a quantitative questionnaire and made qualitative 

comments. The quantitative analysis scored 98% for content, 93% for media, 

and 90% from users. Those numbers are categorized as very good product 

where it does not need any revision. Indeed, qualitative analysis gained some 

suggestions and comments from the experts where there are some 

weaknesses in the area of content and media. Though there were some 

revisions for the prototype, the prototype was considered as a good prototype 

to be finalized later as a ready-to-use product. Implication for future 

researcher to develop the prototype to a final product for English teachers’ 

professional learning is mentioned. 
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Introduction  

According to the “permendikbud” number 19 in 2005 about the National Education Standards, 

teachers have to be able to master basic pedagogical, professional, personal, and social competence. All of 

those competencies have to be mastered by all teachers in the educational field. By meeting those four 

requirements of the national education standard, the teachers will be recognized by the government as 

professional teachers, and be able to teach and be certified as a professional teacher.  There are eight basic 

teaching skills that the teacher should have. Those are; opening and closing the class, questioning skill, 

reinforcement skill, explaining skills, making variations, classroom management, guiding small group 

discussions, and teaching small groups and individuals. (Suwarna, dkk, 2006). By mastering the basic 

teaching skills, a teacher is expected to be able to create an active classroom atmosphere and stimulate 

students to participate in asking, questioning and expressing ideas. (Uno, 2012). As to reach the standards of 

secondary school in its relevance to “Permendikbud” number 22 year 2016. 

One of the basic teaching skills that the researcher found interesting is the questioning skills. 

(Abdullah, 2007) stated that the use of questioning skills is essential to systematic investigation in any 

subject area. The questions that are used in teaching and learning process are design to assist students’ critical 

thinking towards the subject that is given in the classroom. Furthermore, he also stated that by giving a good 

question will enable the students to seek and understand the problems to guide the students toward further 

investigation for a deeper understanding of the concept being taught by the teacher.Question is a verbal 

speech to ask for answer or response from the listener (Wati, 2010). Meanwhile, According to Oxford 

dictionary, skill is the ability to do something well. Not all people have the skill because it is the ability that 

required a lot of practice and learning. In the relation to education, skills is the ability that both teachers and 

students should have. It can be trained and developed by every single individuals to improve the teaching and 

learning process. Form the explanation above it can be stated that questioning skill is an activity that shows 

the ability to ask question effectively.  

Teachers can learn the questioning skills from the conventional way such as reading from the books. 

However, technology plays an important role in people’s day-to-day life and can be used effectively for 

various aspects in education field. In fact, in this modern era, technology enables varieties of different way of 

learning which were found more attractive and effective.  (Almurashi, 2016) found that the use of Youtube in 

a form of video can play a vital role in helping pupils understand their English lessons, improve their 

performance, and advance their understanding of English. Additionally, the instructional video can play as 

the leading role in helping learners understand their English lessons. The YouTube website is regarded as one 

online material that can be integrated into traditional English lessons for example the questioning skills.There 

are two types of questioning skills, namely basic questioning skills and further questioning skills. According 

to Fathoni (2018), basic questioning skills are questions or question phrases put forward by the teacher when 

the lesson begins. Whereas further questioning skills are advanced questions given by the teacher after 

explaining the learning material. Advanced questioning skills aim to encourage students to actively 

participate in the learning process, triggering students' initiative to ask questions and think critically. The 

function of advanced questions is to improve students' ability to find, process and assess information in full, 

develop ideas in discussions and provide opportunities for students to obtain more results than usual.

 There are four reasons why teachers need the basic and further questioning skill, such as: 1) teachers 

is the centre of learning who provides information to the students while the students are the passive receivers, 

2) the students always have questions from their families and surroundings and share their opinion, 3) 

Students’ Active Learning (SAL) program demands the participation from the students, and 4) the 

inappropriate view which states that asking question to the students is used to evaluate the students’ learning 

result only.  Basic questioning has something to do with how the teacher presents the question to the students. 

It has 6 essential components to be mastered (Abdullah, 2007) as follows: 1) expressing the question, 2) 

focusing, 3) distribution, 4) redirecting, 5) giving thinking time, 6) prompting. The components of good 

further questioning skill according to Sukirman (2012), as follows: 1) arrange the question based on the 

cognitive stages by Bloom such as remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating and 

creating, 2) organize the question from the simple to complex questions, 3) use probing question, 4) establish 

and maintain teacher-students interaction. 

According to Dale (1969), Cone of Experience is related to learning theory with audiovisuals. John 

Dewney's educational theory, a figure in the flow of progressivism and leadership from James Finn, a 

doctoral-level student on the field of audiovisual communication into learning technology, was united into 

the conical theory of Dale's experience. Finn's idea of the integration of systems and processes was able to 

cover and broaden Edgar Dale's ideas about the interrelationship between materials and the learning process. 

The types of media can basically be classified into three major groups, namely print media, electronic media 

and real objects or reality.  
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SMA Laboratorium Undiksha Singaraja is a reputable senior school in Bali, especially in Buleleng 

regency. Making sure that the teaching process is working effectively is crucial for the teacher to accomplish. 

Need analysis was conducted in order to find the needs of this study, which are to analyse how the questions 

were delivered by the teachers, and to analyse the type and quality of the instructional video to be developed. 

Based on the need analysis conducted in SMA Laboratorium Undiksha Singaraja, the researcher found that 

the question given by the teacher were not following all of the aspect of the basic questioning skills which 

are; expressing the question, focusing, distribution, redirecting, giving thinking time, and prompting 

(Abdullah, 2007). The teachers’ performance were reaching the score of 28% to 56% on the principle of 

questioning skills, basic questioning skills and further questioning skills. It shows that the quality of the 

questions delivered were in the poor to fair category.  Therefore, the need analysis showed the urgency of 

developing a media to assist teachers’ professional learning to upgrade their questioning skills quality. The 

study was intended to answer two research questions: 1) how is the video prototype on questioning skills is 

developed and 2) how is the quality of the prototype video being developed. The study was 

 

Method 

This research was designed as a design and development study (D&D) to develop instructional 

video prototype of questioning skills for English language subjects using the ADDIE development model 

(Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation).  In data of collection the research used 

interview, observation, filming process, and product judgment. The instruments used were teaching script, 

expert judgment questionnaires (content and media & desain experts), and user questionnaire. Teaching 

script was a script for filming the questioning skills, this involved a teacher model being filmed delivering an 

English lesson to illustrate how questioning skills is performed. Thus, this teaching script is developed 

concerning on the component of questioning skills. Questioning skills component were deviated from the 

theory of Depdikbud (1985), Abdullah (2007) and Sukirman (2012).  

 
Table 1. Components of questioning skills 

No. Component  Sub-component 

Questioning skill 

1. 

 

 

 

Principle 

 

Depdikbud 

(1985),  

 

1. Being warm and enthusiastic 

2.  Not to repeat either own answer or students’  answer 

3. 
 Not to give question that invite answer from the whole 

class 

4  Not to ask more than one question simultaneously 

5  Not to point a student before giving a question 

2. 

 

 

 

 

Basic Questioning 

Abdullah (2007) 

and  

 

1. Clear and understandable question 

2. Focusing 

3. Distribution 

4. Redirecting 

5. Thinking time 

6. Prompting 

3. Further 

Questioning 

Sukirman (2012). 

1. Cognitive stages question arrangement 

2. Simple to complex question arrangement 

3. Probing Question 

4. Teacher-students interaction maintenance 

 
The instruments used in this study were validated before preliminary product testing. The were 2 

content experts involved who hold S3 and S2 qualification on English language education. For the media and 

design expert, one expert qualified at technology integration in language instruction was involved. To 

validate the instruments, cross tabulation through 2 kinds of response, relevant or irrelevant by Gregory 

(2000) was used. The data analysis was done in two ways, qualitative descriptive and quantitative analysis. 

Suggestion, respond and critics within the questionnaire given to the content expert, media expert, design 

expert, students and lecturer were the sources for qualitative data. Their review supported the upgrading 

process for instructional multimedia for microteaching. Besides, the quantitative data analysis employed 

descriptive percentage as the attempt to collect a rigorous data from each subject in expert judgments’ 

questionnaire using formula by Tegeh and Kirna (2010) in Suciningsih (2013) below: 

 

Percentage =  x 100% 
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Where:  

 

Actual Score : total answer x weights of each items 

SMI : total statements x highest weight 

 

Measuring the percentage of total subjects, the researcher used the formula: 

 

P=  

Where: 

  

F : total percentage of all subjects 

N : total subjects 

The revision is highly needed if the product only had level of accomplishment less than 75%. It was done in 

the development of first product process according to expert judges’ review. 

 

Result and Discussion  

This study is research and development study to create instructional video focussing on questioning 

skills for the English teacher in Senior High School. The purpose of this video are defining the appropriate 

instructional video and measuring the quality of the prototype. The answer of the first research question were 

answered through the need analysis. The process of the prototype development and the examination were 

involved in answering the second research question of this study. 

Need analysis was conducted in order to find the needs of this study, which are to analyse how the 

questions were delivered by the teachers, and to analyse the type and quality of the instructional video to be 

developed. The need analysis was conducted in four different classes with four English teachers in SMA 

Laboratorium Singaraja. It was found that the teachers’ performance were reaching the score of 28% to 56% 

on the principle of questioning skills, basic questioning skills and further questioning skills. It shows that the 

quality of the questions delivered were in the poor to fair category.  The measurements of respondent answer 

used the scoring category by Arikunto (1998) as cited in Kamelta (2013).  

The teachers that were involved in the observation stages were all English teacher teaching in a 

different classes. The observation check list were consist of fifteen different aspect within the three main 

aspect of questioning skills. The main aspect were 1) the principle of questioning skills: being warm and 

enthusiastic, not to repeat either own answer or students answer, not to give question that invite answer from 

the whole class, not to point a student before giving a question, 2)  basic questioning skills: expressing the 

question, focusing, distribution, redirecting, thinking time, prompting, and 3) further questioning skills: 

arrange the questions, simple to complex question, probing and teacher-students interactions.  

 

 The Process of Developing the Instructional Video Prototype  

The preliminary prototype was design through planning, creating prototype, prototype testing and 

upgrading the preliminary prototype. There were several processes involved in the planning process such as 

deciding setting and time, teaching preparation and content validation. The setting of the video shoot took 

place in 12 MIPA 1 Class in SMA Laboratorium Undiksha. The preparation of the teaching simulation for 

the video shoot were involving some steps, such as creating the teaching script. The Script had gone to 

several development since it got revised several times in order to be validated by the supervisors. The teacher 

were the researcher itself. It was proved by the supervisor that because of the time efficiency and the 

effectiveness. The development of the prototype was based on the three phases. Filming, editing and 

prototype finalization. The whole filming process took for 5 weeks and were involving several processes. 

The editing process was done by the editor because it requires certain skills and knowledge to be able to edit 

and make the suitable video. These are the steps of the editing process done by the editor using Adobe 

Premiere Pro CC 2019, such as video cutting, audio cutting media component insertion (text, icon, images 

and animation). After the editing process is finished, the prototype then tested by the expert judges. There 

were two experts involved in this process. The first expert was concerning in the content of the prototype, 

and the second expert was focusing on the media and design of the prototype. 

 

The Quality of Instructional Video Prototype 

 The result and evaluation was done based on the score and feedback that were given by the experts 

and the users through the questionnaires. There were three different questionnaire that were used to find the 

result and evaluation. The first was content expert judgments, media and design expert judgments, and the 

user field try out.  

a. Content expert judgment result  
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The content expert judgment was presenting 10 components that were intended to measure the three 

aspects of questioning skills such as the principle of questioning skills, basic questioning skills and 

further questioning skills. The score of the questionnaire was designed in the range from 1 as the lowest 

score to 5 as the maximum score. The Score from 1 to 3 was coded as “NR” (not relevant) and the score 

from 4 to 5 was coded as “R” (relevant). 

b. Media and design expert judgment result 

The result of the media and design judgment was calculated qualitatively and showed a result of 93%. 

The prototype is considered very good and does not need a major improvement. However, the expert 

were suggesting several suggestion to improve to weaknesses of the prototype. The media and design 

expert found inconsistency of the words chosen in the narration at 00:47 second. He suggested that the 

words has to be consistent weather to use gerund, noun, or verb. The second feedback was to put a 

credit to everyone who were involved in the video. The existence of the prototype will not be possible 

without the help of everyone that were voluntarily help this research. 

c. Field try out result  

Four English teachers in SMA Laboratorium Undiksha Singaraja were involved in the prototype testing. 

The users used the prototype with a questionnaire consist of 15 components to assess its relevance to 

their needs, language use, media components and material presented. Teacher I the percentage of 

questioning skill is 92%. The response from the teacher was positive and can be categorized as very 

good. The teacher also leave some comments saying that “it would be good if it shows the whole 

teaching process. Then it can be obviously seen which questioning type will match with the learning 

steps that focussing on the demand of 21st learning century activities”. Teacher II the percentage of 

questioning skill is 93%. The teacher II suggested that it would be better if the video uses one theme in 

a meeting. In the comments she said “overall is very good, I personally think that it would be better if 

the instructional uses the only one theme in a meeting. You may take the procedure text only or 

whatever it is relevant to the study”. This comment is similar with the teacher I. She gave her thought of 

making the video in one topic. The reason has been explain before where the goals of this video is to 

create an instructional video that can covers several topics in every grades of senior high school level. 

Because of that reason, it was not possible to do what has been suggested by the user. Teacher III the 

percentage of questioning skill is 90%. Teacher III was satisfied with the video it shows from the total 

score she gave. She also suggested that the use of attracted image will be better. She also said that the 

grayscale past was not clear to be seen. The suggestion will be followed up in the development of the 

prototype. Teacher IV the percentage of questioning skill is 85%. The suggestion given by teacher IV 

was to create a whole class discussion instead of focussing one-to-one teacher to student discussion. 

The classroom sitting arrangement has to be varied in order to create the feeling of teacher-students 

interaction. She also stated that it would be great if the teacher provides the authentic learning media so 

the student could visualized or capture the concept more easily. 

d. Upgrading the prototype  

The process of upgrading the prototype was done based on the review from expert judges and the users. 

Before the video was judged by the experts. The supervisors gave their first look at the prototype. 

Several suggestion were given by the supervisors not all of the comments and suggestions can be 

implemented in the upgrading stage due to several reasons that has been explained previously. 

However, most of the comments and suggestions were followed up and implemented in this stage of 

upgrading the prototype, such as adding subtitles, developers, credit, logo, narration, and the target of 

who this product is targeting to.  

Teachers need to always improve their quality as teachers play important role within teaching and 

learning process (Shah & Masrur, 2011). Teachers learning can be done through formal ways or informal 

ways. The one informally is mentioned as professional learning. This professional learning is also done by 

English teachers in Indonesia and is considered more self-driven (Utami & Prestridge, 2018), it means 

teachers control when, where and how the learning to be done. One of the example is learning through a 

media that can be done independently without tutor. The development of this prototype was motivated by the 

lacking quality on questioning skills performed by English teachers at SMA Laboratorium Undiksha.  

The instructional video of questioning skills was developed according to the theory by Abdullah, 

(2007) and Sukirman, (2012) as the grand theory of this study. It is stated that the questioning skills are 

divided into two aspect which are basic questioning skills and further questioning skills. The basic 

questioning skills has six essential component such as:  expressing the question, focusing, distribution, 

redirecting, giving thinking time, and prompting. Meanwhile, further questioning skills has four different 

components such as: arrange the question, organize the question, probing, teacher-students interaction. All of 

the components were explained in the product of this research. After deciding the goal and the concept, the 

researcher validated the teaching script to validate the content of the script to be matched with the grand 
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theory. After the script was validated. The researcher did the filming process, editing and assembling the 

prototype. The content expert, media and design expert and the users tested the first prototype and gave their 

expertise through the scoring and suggestions regarding any weaknesses that has to be improve in the 

development stage of the prototype. The content of the prototype were given a total score of 98%. The media 

and design on the other hand were given a score of 93%. Furthermore the score of all 4 users were calculated 

and showed a result of 90%. According to Agung (2010), the result indicates that the prototype is very good 

in which achieve the highest level of accomplishment.  

In the previous research conducted by Prabawati, (2014). The research and development study was 

aimed at developing a linear instructional multimedia of questioning skill and explaining skill for 

microteaching class in English Education Department, Undiksha. This study employed 5 steps of 

development which was adapted from Gall, Gall and Brog  by sutopo (2009). A similar process was 

conducted in this research. Using the same theory of questioning skills by Abdullah, (2007) and Sukirman, 

(2012) stating that the questioning skills is divided into two which are basic questioning and further 

questioning skills. This research also using the same method of data collection which was started by 

observation and interview to analyse the needs and the problems occurs. The differences is in the target of the 

product which this research is targeting the English teacher in senior high school. The goals of this research 

is to create a product that can be access by the teacher effectively. Other differences with the previous 

research is that this research has many different topics that can be found in every grades in senior high 

school. Whereas the previous research was creating a whole teaching activity that only has one topic of the 

10th grade. The weaknesses on that is that other teacher cannot relate the theory to the topic they use in the 

class. The reason why using many different topics is so that every English teacher in the senior high school 

can relate the theory to the topic used in the class.  

It can be said that the development of linear instructional video is significantly needed Yuliawati, 

Mahmud & Muliati.(2016) mention how students’ critical thinking is largely influence by tachers’ 

questioning skills. In this study, the prototype gave a positive impact and respond from the users that were 

very satisfied with the score of 90% of the product. Despite the excellent score by the users, there are still 

some weaknesses such as the quality of the animation that can be improved in the next development or other 

related research. The comments from the experts and the users were used as the qualitative analysis of the 

product. The comment were mostly positive yet there are some minor weaknesses that were fixed in the 

upgrading process such as adding subtitles, developers, credit, logo, narration, and the target of who this 

product is targeting to. Overall, the product was successful to facilitate the teacher an instructional video 

about questioning skills that the teacher in SMA Laboratorium Undiksha found interesting and was very 

good. The researcher hopes that this product is not only can be used by the English teacher in SMA 

Laboratorium Singaraja but also every English teacher in Indonesia that are interested in mastering the 

knowledge of questioning skills. Despite the good quality of the prototype, it has not yet evaluated effectively 

as the research was a design and development research not a Rn D product. Therefore there is a call for future 

research to evaluate the prototype through a more rigorous testing, for example, through an experimental 

study to see the impact of the product. Thus, final product can be developed based on the result of the 

evaluation. 

 

Conclusion 

The finding showed that this study was done to create instructional video focusing on questioning 

skills for the English teacher in Senior High School. The purpose of this video are defining the appropriate 

instructional video and measuring the quality of the prototype. The instructional video explained the theories 

of questioning skills and the examples of every components in both basic and further questioning skills. The 

video contained several topic in English subject that can be found in every grades in senior high school level. 

The purpose was to enable every English teacher to master their questioning skills and enable to learn from 

related topic that they can use in the teaching process. The quality of the product was measured by qualitative 

analysis and quantitative analysis.. The quantitative analysis for the product showed the score of 98% for its 

content, 93% for its media and design, and a total of 90% score for the users. This score showed that the 

product achieved a high level of accomplishment. The study suggests that English teachers are eager to 

improve their instructional quality but need a media to assist them. Future researchers are encouraged to 

develop this prototype to a final product that is ready to be distributed for teachers’ professional learning.  

This is important as it may give support for teachers’ continuous professional development.  
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